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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA


No. 94 of 1994
 

IN THE MATTER OF the Local Court Act

AND IN THE MATTER OF an appeal from a decision of the Local Court at Darwin in its Small Claims jurisdiction



BETWEEN:

JIM BAYRAM, FIDEL BAYRAM, BAYWOOD NOMINEES PTY LTD and BAYWOOD ELECTRICAL PTY LTD
Appellants

AND:

CHRIS BENTON t/a DIGITAL DYNATRONICS AUSTRALIA
Respondent



CORAM:	KEARNEY J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered 2 September 1994)

The appeal

This is an appeal from a decision of the Local Court exercising jurisdiction under the Small Claims Act, in which the learned Magistrate entered judgment for the plaintiff/respondent against the defendants/appellants.	According to the Notice of Appeal, judgment was in the sum of $1275; according to the formal judgment as entered, the sum was $1233.75.	The appeal from the


Local Court is limited to the grounds set out in s19(4) of the Local Court Act, viz:-
"A party to a small claim proceeding may - - -	appeal -
- - on the grounds that -

	The decision was wrong in law; or


	The conduct of the proceeding was unfair." (emphasis mine)

"Small claim proceeding" is defined in s19(8) as "a proceeding under the Small Claims Act."
The amended Notice of Appeal sets out three grounds of appeal, viz:-
"(i)	The decision was wrong in law in that the learned Magistrate failed to hear the evidence on both sides.

	The conduct of the proceeding was unfair in that the learned Magistrate failed to consider documentary evidence which the defendant attempted to tender.


	The conduct of the proceeding was unfair to the appellants in that the learned Magistrate failed to grant an adjournment so that further evidence could be led on behalf of the appellants."

Although ground (i) in its terms founds on s19(4)(a), in fact it alleges lack of procedural due process by way of breach of the 'audi alteram partem' principle, and properly falls to be considered under s19(4)(b), together with grounds (ii) and (iii) which it subsumes.
The respondent appeared in person both at the Local Court and on the appeal.
The Local Court proceedings and decision

The appellants and the respondent were not legally represented before the Local Court.	This is usually the case in small claim proceedings: see generally Mr E. Clark's article
'Small Claims Court and Tribunals in Australia: Development and Emerging Issues' (1990-91) 10 University of Tasmania Law Review 201 at 207.
In those proceedings the respondent sought to recover an alleged debt of $1275.00 from the appellants.
He contended that on 18 October 1993 he contracted with the appellants through their agent, Mr George Peat, to provide them with a customized computer program; and that while he had duly provided the program, the appellants had failed to pay the agreed price of $1275.
The appellants in their Notice of Defence claimed that "the programme [provided by the respondent] did not work"; they contended that the respondent had therefore not fulfilled his obligation under their contract (Exhibit P1), and accordingly could not recover under it.	They contended that they had kept in constant contact with the respondent for approximately 3 weeks, to try to remedy this non-performance, but to no avail.
Consequently, on 6 November 1993, they had informed the respondent by fax (Exhibit P2) that his services were terminated, since the program he had provided "did not work".
Under s14 of the Small Claims Act the Court is to "conduct an inquiry into the matters at issue".	The inquiry conducted by his Worship reflected elements of both adversarial and inquisitorial procedure.	The respondent testified first.	In giving evidence he relied on certain documentary material, which was received into evidence (Exhibits P1-P5).	His Worship questioned him and then gave Mr Bayram an opportunity to cross- examine him.
The appellants were then afforded an opportunity to adduce evidence.	Mr and Mrs Bayram testified, his Worship giving a short adjournment to enable Mrs Bayram to do so.	Again
his Worship questioned both witnesses and then gave the respondent an opportunity to cross-examine them.
The appellants sought to rely on 3 documents, attached to their Notice of Defence.	These were in the nature of "To whom it may concern" reports by Messrs Peat, Antoniou and Chin.	In his report Mr Peat gave an account of the transaction between the appellant and the respondent, on the basis that he had acted therein as the appellants' agent; he said he was a "qualified electronics technician, with many years of practical computer programming and operational repair".	Mr Antoniou, an "analysis programmer" gave an account in his report of his attempt to "execute the [respondent's] program", and his negative conclusions thereon.	Mr Chin, a "computer systems officer" considered that the respondent's program was "seriously lacking" in certain aspects, and was "not complete".	However, these reports were not in the end admitted into evidence before the Court.	The learned Magistrate upheld the respondent's objection to the reports being received into evidence, unless he was afforded an opportunity to cross-examine the persons who had made them. Clearly, there was no possibility of Mr Peat being available for cross-examination for many months, since he was out of the country until November; the question of Messrs Antoniou and Chin attending for cross- examination was never explored.
On 25 May 1994 the learned Magistrate gave judgment for the respondent.	After reviewing the evidence (which did not include the 3 reports) his Worship found:-
"I'm satisfied that on the - - - 6 November [1993], there was a program, it was working.	There had been a program on the 5th."
The foundation for this crucial finding of fact, adverse to the appellants, was as follows:-
	his Worship preferred the 'expert evidence' of the respondent to that of the appellants, who were "not computer literate";
	the evidence by the respondent of Mr Peat's questions to him on 5 November 1993 demonstrated that the respondent's computer program was working at that time; and
	there was in effect no satisfactory evidence given by the appellants to establish their contention that there was no working program on the monitor on

5 and 6 November 1993.

On the basis of that crucial finding of fact, his Worship gave judgment for the respondent.
The appeal: the appellants' submissions

Mr Brown of counsel of the appellants relied on the 3 grounds of appeal (see p2).	He submitted, in essence, that the appellants had been denied natural justice in that they had not been afforded a reasonable opportunity to present their case, in all the circumstances; and that this denial of natural justice meant that his Worship's decision was wrong in law, or,
alternatively, established that the conduct of the proceedings was unfair.
In support, he relied on the affidavit of Mr Bayram of

19 August 1994, Sullivan v Department of Transport (1978) 20 ALR 323, Murphy v Makryllos (1984) NTJ 761, and Howard v Schreiter (1987) 87 FLR 295, ss12 and 14 of the Small Claims Act, and s19 of the Local Court Act.
I should say that I accept Mr Brown's submission that authorities such as Sullivan (supra) provide guidance in this area of the law; ss33 and 39 of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 (C'th) are very similar in substance to ss12 and 14 of the Small Claims Act.
The appeal: the respondent's submissions
The respondent appeared in person.		His submissions were as follows.	In all the circumstances the appellants had been afforded a reasonable opportunity to present their case.	The parties had been given exactly the same opportunity to do so: they had had time to prepare their respective cases - some two months - as well as time during the hearing itself.	The 3 reports rightly had not been received into evidence.	The contents of those reports were rightly rejected as "unauthorised testimony" on the basis that:
	the authors were not experts in the particular area;


	the authors were friends of the appellants and therefore possibly biased; and
	the respondent had not been afforded any opportunity to cross-examine the authors.

I observe that contentions 1 and 2 are not accurate; these were allegations by the respondent which have not been determined.
The issue on appeal

The real issue on appeal is whether the appellants were afforded natural justice or procedural fairness in the circumstances of the case; all three grounds in the Notice of Appeal go to the question of whether "the conduct of the proceeding was unfair".	If the appellants can establish that they were denied natural justice, in terms of s19(4) of the Local Court Act, that may amount to an error of law which vitiates the decision or, alternatively, may establish that "the conduct of the proceeding was unfair".	See Escobar v Spindaleri (1986) 7 NSWLR 51, Consolidated Press Holdings Ltd v Wheeler (1992) 84 NTR 42, Howard v Schreiter (supra) and Murphy v Makryllos (supra).
In considering the question whether there has been a breach of natural justice in this case, the observations by
Nader J in R v Chairman of Parole Board; ex parte Patterson (1986)

43 NTR 13 at pp19-20 are relevant; at p20 his Honour said:-


"Whether a particular statutory power is conditioned on the observance of the principles of natural justice is a question of construction of the statute and the answer therefore has universal application.	But what is required in a particular instance of the exercise of the power will depend upon the facts of the case.	The requirement for natural justice will be universal, but the procedures called for by that requirement may differ from case to case: per Brennan J at pp367-70 [in Kioa v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (1985) 62 ALR 321]".	(emphasis mine)
See also Asche J (as he then was) at pp27-31.	I respectfully agree.
Having regard to the provisions of s19(4)(b) of the Local Court Act, it is clear that the principles of natural justice apply to small claims proceedings.	See also K & H Atkins Pty Ltd v Cunningham (1981) 2 NSWLR 288 at 294 and R v Small Claims Tribunal; ex p. Cameron [1976] VR 427.	See generally Twist v Randwick Municipal Council (1976) 136 CLR 106 at 110, Kioa v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (supra), Patterson (supra) and the article by Mr Clark (op.cit.) at 209.	That is to say, the Local Court Act import the principles of natural justice into the procedures for determining small claims.	The live question, as Nader J put it in Patterson (supra), is as to "the procedures called for by that requirement", in small claims proceedings.
General observations - what the principles of natural 

justice or procedural fairness require in small claims proceedings
In Kioa v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs

(supra) Brennan J said, at pp367-8:-

"Two distinct but closely related questions can be perceived in the cases relating to the exercise of a statutory power:	- - -	the more difficult and more frequently addressed question is what the principles of natural justice require in the particular circumstances. In Salemi [No. 2] (1977) 137 C.L.R., at p451 Jacobs J said:

"The legislature is assumed by the courts to be aware of the principles of natural justice which are a part of the common law.	The application of those principles depends on the circumstances of the case.	It is seldom possible to say in the case of the exercise of any particular statutory power "All the principles which have ever been applied in
ensuring natural justice will here apply' or on the other hand 'Natural justice was intended to be wholly excluded'.	The questions which must be asked are - in particular circumstances such as exist in this case did the legislature intend that the principles of natural justice should be wholly excluded?	If not, what particular principles should be applied?		I recognize that the search for legislative intention can be described as somewhat artificial.	What the courts do in the absence of express legislative intention is to ensure that power, whether it be judicial or quasi-judicial or executive, be exercised fairly, weighing the interests of the individual and the interests of society as a whole."

I would adopt this view though I should state my understanding of his Honour's question "what particular principles should be applied?"	The content of the principles which the legislature intends to be applied in the circumstances of a particular case cannot be discovered by reference solely to the statute.
Nevertheless, a legislative intention that the principles of natural justice apply is an intention that the principles appropriate to the circumstances of the particular case should apply.

The principles of natural justice have a flexible quality which, chameleon-like, evokes a different response from the repository of a statutory power according to the circumstances in which the repository is to exercise the power.	The variable content of the principles of natural justice was articulated by
Tucker L.J. in an oft-cited passage in his judgment in Russell v Duke of Norfolk [1949] 1 All E.R. 109, at p118:

"The requirements of natural justice must depend on the circumstances of the case, the nature of the inquiry, the rules under which the tribunal is acting, the subject-matter that is being dealt with, and so forth.	Accordingly, I do not derive much assistance from the definitions of natural justice which have been from time to time used, but, whatever standard is adopted, one essential is that the person concerned should have a reasonable opportunity of presenting his case.""
(emphasis mine)


I respectfully agree.	His Honour was there enunciating the cardinal principle of natural justice, that a person is to be
given a fair opportunity to be heard.	See also Roebuck v Mayor etc. of Geelong West (1876) 2 VLR (L) 189 at 191-2.
A Local Court exercising jurisdiction under the Small Claims Act has a duty to ensure that each party is given a reasonable opportunity, in the particular circumstances, to present his or her case to the Court.	In my opinion neither that Act nor the common law imposes on the Court the "impossible task of ensuring that a party takes the best advantage of the opportunity to which he [or she] is entitled", as Deane J put it Sullivan (supra) at p343 (see pp13-14), even though the procedure in small claims proceedings is largely and necessarily inquisitorial, particularly when the parties are not legally represented.	Nevertheless, when, as here, the proceedings are conducted in a largely inquisitorial manner, the Court must bring to the parties' attention the critical issue on which its decision is likely to turn, so that they may have an opportunity to address it.	This ensures that a party affected by the decision is given the opportunity to deal with relevant matters adverse to his interests which the Court proposes to take into account.	See generally Kioa (supra) at p349 per Mason J, p380 per Brennan J and p384 per Deane J.	The Court is not, as in a purely adversarial proceeding, a mere adjudicator with a relatively passive stance.
Mr Brown referred to ss12 and 14 of the Small Claims Act.	Section 12 Act provides:-
"In proceedings, the Court is not bound by the rules of evidence and may inform itself in any manner it thinks fit."
Section 14 provides:-

"The Court shall, as required, conduct an inquiry into the matters at issue in proceedings and shall give judgment and assess damages, if necessary, accordingly".
He submitted that:-

"- - - the process [in a small claims proceeding] is an inquisitorial one and informal in the sense that the Court can inform itself as it thinks fit.	It's not bound by strict rules of evidence and - - - it's meant to be quick and speedy and efficient." (transcript, p6)

He submitted that given	the nature of the proceedings and the fact the appellant was not doing a "particularly good job in his defence" - which was clearly the case - his Worship had a duty to take "certain initiatives" to ensure that both sides were given a reasonable opportunity to present their respective cases.		In support he relied on certain observations in Murphy v Makryllos (supra), and Sullivan v Department of Transport (supra).	In Murphy v Makryllos (supra), dealing with the Small Claims Act before more recent amendments, Muirhead J said at p3:-
"The Small Claims Act was designed to simplify and expedite determination of claims which now involve less than $2,000.	It is contemporary legislation which seeks simple and inexpensive solution of competing claims.	It is designed to do away with traditional procedures and evidentiary requirements.	Section 11 makes the court master of its own procedures "as appear to the Court likely to enable the proceedings to be dealt with expeditiously and with as little formality as possible". Section 12 provides that the court "is not bound by the rules of evidence and may inform itself in any manner it thinks fit."	The presiding Magistrate has a discretion, but not a duty, "to require a person to give evidence on oath."	The Magistrate has the discretion to admit documents, reports, hearsay evidence and the like.
There can be no hard and fast rules. Clearly the manner and form of the hearing will depend upon the nature of the claim and perhaps on the submissions and conduct of the parties and the complexities involved.	There is of course an obligation upon the presiding Magistrate to conduct the proceedings fairly, keeping his mind on the civil onus of proof and evaluating the material before him in a careful and dispassionate manner. I suspect 
much patience and guidance of the parties is from time to time required.

- - -

In the present case the application for leave is based on the grounds that the proceedings in the Local Court were unfair to the applicant.	The applicant's main complaint is that the learned Stipendiary Magistrate should in the circumstances have caused viva voce evidence to be called from the "experts" whose reports were in evidence.

- - -

I assume that many, if not most, proceedings in this jurisdiction of the Local Court are conducted without legal representation of the parties.	The task of a Magistrate in these circumstances is not enviable.	He or she requires the capacities of counsellor, arbitrator, conciliator and decision maker.	He or she will often have to work in a forum where traditional procedures and the constraints of professional conduct are not available to facilitate the task of final determination.	These peculiar features must be borne in mind by this Court in considering the question of leave to appeal.

Provided the Magistrate conducts the "inquiry" with patience, doing his best to guide and explain matters to the parties and to reach a just decision upon the material available, it will only seldom be said that the inquiry was "unfair".	If the material is not sufficient there may be circumstances when it will only be just to adjourn, to allow further evidence or material to be introduced."	(emphasis mine)

I respectfully consider that these observations apply to the current regime for small claim proceedings.
In Sullivan (supra), Smithers J said at p331:-

"In my opinion if the appellant was to present his case reasonably it was essential that Dr Evans be called as a witness.		The reason he was not called was that although expected to appear at the hearing he did not actually appear.	- - -

However, the Tribunal proceeded to a decision in the application before it without directing any inquiries as to Dr Evans' whereabouts or his intention as to his attending the hearing and without giving any indication to the appellant that he might apply for an adjournment
- - -
One does not know what the appellant knew about his rights or duties as an advocate or litigant.	His general approach was certainly untutored.	He was obviously not competent to handle his own case properly.
- - -

Without Dr Evans the appellant had no opportunity to put before the Tribunal the oral evidence of a competent witness who could speak as to his physical and mental state at his most recent medical examination and who, as appeared from the terms of his written certificate and from what he had told the appellant, might well have been expected to testify that the appellant was fit to fly civil aircraft, at least subject to certain conditions and limitations."

I note that these observations apply with some force, mutatis mutandis, to the situation of the appellants before the Magistrate as regards the reports.
At p343 Deane J said:-

"A refusal to grant an adjournment can constitute a failure to give a party to proceedings the opportunity of adequately presenting his case.	If the Tribunal had, in the present matter, refused an application by the appellant for an adjournment to enable him to procure Dr Evans' attendance as a witness, that refusal may well have constituted such a failure.	No such application for an adjournment was, however, made. - - - The absence of any application for an adjournment does not, however, necessarily conclude the issue adversely to the appellant.	The failure of a tribunal which is under a duty to act judicially to adjourn a matter may, conceivably, constitute a failure to allow a party the opportunity of properly presenting his case even though the party in question has not expressly sought an adjournment		(see Priddle v Fisher & Sons [1968] 1 WLR 1478; [1968] 3 All ER 506).	In this regard, however, it is important to remember that the relevant duty of the Tribunal is to ensure that a party is given a reasonable opportunity to present his case.	Neither the Act nor the common law imposes upon the Tribunal the impossible task of ensuring that a party takes the best advantage of the opportunity to which he is entitled." (emphasis mine)
I note in passing ss21 and 27 of the Small Claims Act, which arm the Local Court in small claims proceedings with extensive powers to supplement its ability to "conduct an
inquiry."	Subject to the qualification as to the "impossible task" mentioned in Sullivan (supra), I accept Mr Brown's submission at p11.
Although s11 of the Small Claims Act was repealed in 1988, it was replaced by the pre-hearing conference procedure in s9, designed to effect the same ends; that is, to provide informal, speedy and efficient justice.	This view is supported by observations by Muirhead J in Murphy v Makryllos (supra).
In Howard v Schreiter (supra) at p303 Rice J interpreted the word "unfair" in s32(2) of the Small Claims Act (now in s19(4)(b) of the Local Court Act) as:-
"- - - unfairness in a broad sense that a fair-minded person in a position of the applicant, would not consider justice had been accorded to him in the conduct of the proceedings."

I consider that the grounds of appeal set out in s19(4) of the Local Court Act (see p2) should be strictly construed, because of the "peculiar features" of small claims proceedings; to adopt any other view "would tend towards proliferation of appeals, consequential delays" and would not advance the purpose of the Small Claims Act.	See Murphy v Makryllos (supra) at pp7 and 9.
As to s19(4)(b), the concept of unfairness in "the conduct of the proceeding" connotes a failure to comply with one or other of certain procedural requirements fundamental to the administration of justice, which fall under the general rubric of "natural justice".	In	homely terms, this requires that the parties be afforded "a fair crack of the whip", as Lord Russell of Killowen put it in Fairmount Investments Ltd v Secretary of State for the Environment [1976] 1 WLR 1255 at 1266.	For present
purposes they had to be afforded a right to present evidence relevant to establishing facts in dispute, and a full opportunity to disprove such facts by cross-examination.	The former right comprises the right of a party to adduce evidence in support of his own case, and his right to controvert the evidence which is the basis of his opponent's case.	The importance of the right to cross-examine is heightened by the provision in s12 of the Small Claims Act that the rules of evidence do not bind the Court; see the observation by Evatt J in R v War Pensions Entitlement Tribunal, ex p. Bott (1933) 50 CLR 228 at p256 (p23). As was pointed out in Interstate Commerce Commission v Louisville and Nashville Railroad Coy 227 U.S. 88 (1913) at p93:-

"- - - the more liberal the practice in admitting testimony, the more imperative the obligation to preserve the essential rules of evidence by which rights are asserted or defended.	- - - All parties must be fully apprised of the evidence submitted or to be considered, and must be given opportunity to cross- examine witnesses, to inspect documents and to offer evidence in explanation or rebuttal.	In no other way can a party maintain its rights or make its defense."


A proceeding so conducted as not to accord these procedural rights to the parties is conducted unfairly in terms of s19(4)(b), because it does not accord with what the 'audi alteram partem' principle of natural justice requires.
Keeping these general observations in mind, I now turn to the first ground of appeal.
The first ground of appeal (p2)

Mr Brown submitted, in essence, that having regard to the nature of the claim, the manner and form of the hearing, the submissions and conduct of the parties, and the complexities involved, his Worship should have taken an "initiative" by receiving into evidence the 3 reports annexed to the Notice of Defence, as they were relevant to the central issue of the case and crucial to the appellants' case.	He submitted that given that the proceeding was inquisitorial and that Mr Bayram was not doing a "particularly good job in his defence", this initiative would have afforded the appellants a reasonable opportunity to present their case.	The refusal to admit the documents into evidence denied the appellants natural justice, in that it denied them the opportunity of presenting their case.		This submission in effect restated the principle in General Medical Council v Spackman [1943] AC 627.
I reject this submission, insofar as it contends that the reports should have been unconditionally admitted into evidence.	Fairness to the respondent pointed to the need for the authors of the reports to be available for cross-examination, if those reports were to be received into evidence.	See In re W.L.W. [1972] 1 Ch. 456 at 460-1.
Alternatively, Mr Brown submitted, if his Worship considered he should not admit the reports into evidence unconditionally, he should have taken an "initiative" by informing the appellants that unless the authors were made available for cross-examination he would not admit the reports into evidence.
Mr Brown further submitted that his Worship should then have
allowed the appellants an adjournment to enable the authors to be called.
I accept that submission, as far as concerns

Messrs Antoniou and Chin.	Since Mr Peat was to be out of the country for months, and his cross-examination would therefore have entailed a very lengthy adjournment, his Worship was entitled to refuse to adjourn for that period and, accordingly, to refuse to admit his report.
Mr Brown submitted that the Magistrate in this case did not exercise any of these "initiatives", and had therefore failed properly to hear the evidence of the appellants.	His Worship simply identified the nature of the reports; he did not read them in their entirety, and did not receive them into evidence.
Mr Brown referred to several parts of the transcript to support these submissions.
I set out below the passages of the transcripts relevant to the question whether his Worship, in the circumstances, afforded natural justice to the appellants in the sense indicated above.	Before doing so, I should note that both parties had attended pre-hearing conferences during a 2 months' preparation period, prior to the hearing; clearly, the question of the reports and the attendance of the authors for cross-examination, should have been cleared up at that time under r18.02(3) of the Small Claims Rules.
At the commencement of the hearing, the following exchange took place between the parties, (transcript p2):-
"HIS WORSHIP:	Before I go on, Mr Benton and Mr Bayram, you two gentlemen are ready to proceed are you?

MR BENTON:	Yes, Your Worship. MR BAYRAM:	Yes, Your Worship.
HIS WORSHIP:		Do you have any other witnesses? MR BENTON:	No, Your Worship.
HIS WORSHIP:	Just yourself.	And you Mr - - -

MR BAYRAM:	Only we have in the writing because my witnesses they are asking - losing wages but they give me in writing.

HIS WORSHIP:	Well they may not be accepted if Mr Benton objects to them.	So we'll come to that in a minute.	
Anyway, you've got some other documents." (emphasis mine)
It can be seen that at the outset, Mr Bayram was clearly indicating that he intended to rely on the reports; as the transcript showed, Mr Bayram was neither very fluent in the English language nor in any way computer literate.	His Worship had indicated here that there might be some difficulty in the appellants' proposed course of action, without identifying the proper course of action.
At transcript p13 his Worship was initially under the impression that Mr Bayram at that time had handed to the witness (the respondent) he was cross-examining, some type of	computer printout; in fact he had handed the witness copies of the reports annexed to the Notice of Defence.	The following exchange then occurred, with the witness first obviously commenting on the reports:-

"THE WITNESS:	The problem is that we have - we have - you've asked friends of yours to give testimony here on what they believe - and I might add, unauthorised testimony too - that what they believe the program
should do and what it shouldn't do.	I mean you have - you have here a situation where the program is actually plagiarised, its been run on somebody else's machine, which is a breach of copyright, and that you've run it on somebody else's machine.	The reason it doesn't work on somebody else's machine it was customised - custom written, designed to run on your machine not anybody else, because if I allow that to happen it means you can give this program out to every person on the planet.

MR BAYRAM:	No, I don't want to give any person - - -

HIS WORSHIP: I understand - I'll just interrupt you. I understand that Mr Bayram is showing what in fact would be evidence from people?---Yes.

I thought he was showing you the test runs on the computer that he had down there. Return those to Mr Bayram.

MR BAYRAM:	No, he can have it, I got plenty copies.

HIS WORSHIP: It's not a case of you being allowed to do that at the moment, Mr Bayram. You're showing Mr - - -" (emphasis mine)
This was the appropriate time for the Court to make it clear to the appellants that they could not rely on the reports, unless they arranged for the authors' attendance.	This course of action was not adopted.	At transcript p15, after the respondent completed his evidence, the following exchange occurred:
"HIS WORSHIP:	Mr Bayram, are you capable of giving evidence on this matter?

MR BAYRAM:	I can give evidence any time.

HIS WORSHIP:	I know, but you've got a problem I feel, without Mrs Bayram or Mr Peat." (emphasis mine)
At p16 of the transcript, Mr Bayram was in the course of giving evidence, when the following exchange occurred:
"No, not to you.	So all right?---They contact with George [Peat].	Chris [Benton, the respondent] going to be Saturday there 9 o'clock to set him up the computer.
Forget the telephones.	George's must contact always with telephone with him. Maybe 100 times telephone ring.
HIS WORSHIP:		Well, you're giving George's evidence.	 You can't do that.	Just tell us what you know?---And then he said, 'George, I be there tomorrow morning 9 o'clock to set him up.	I said to my wife, 'Go ahead, you too.	He is there.	Quick.	And watch him.	You get some ideas'.	Chris is coming there 10 o'clock.

You weren't there at all?---I'm not there.	I'm still at
- - -

All right, well you're giving Mrs Bayram's evidence and you're giving George Peat's evidence and it's not permissible.	You just tell us what you yourself know about this and what you did yourself?---When I been there 12 o'clock, after 12 o'clock, I see Chris was on the computer, sitting next to the computer." (emphasis mine)

I observe that the Court was not bound by the rules of evidence (see s12), and had earlier allowed hearsay evidence by the respondent (see p5).	At pp20-21, the following exchange occurred:-
"HIS WORSHIP:	Now do you say you can call Mrs Bayram? MR BAYRAM:	I can do that.
HIS WORSHIP:	Are you going to?

MR BAYRAM:	If you want I can - - -

HIS WORSHIP:	I don't want anything.	You are running your case, you see.	That's the thing.		You must understand perfectly.	I'm not asking you to call anybody.

MR BAYRAM:	Thank you.

HIS WORSHIP:	But are you going to call anybody else? MR BAYRAM:	No.
HIS WORSHIP:	That's all is it? MR BAYRAM:	That's all.
HIS WORSHIP:	Mr Bayram, I have difficulty in not finding for Mr Benton in the circumstances.	Do you understand.

MR BAYRAM:	Yes.
HIS WORSHIP:	That the decision may go Mr Benton's way in the circumstances.

- - -

HIS WORSHIP:	We're on the subject of whether or not you're going to close your case.	Are you going to close your case or do you want an adjournment to obtain a witness?

MR BAYRAM:	Well if necessary you can adjourn it until George [Peat] come back.

HIS WORSHIP:	No, that is November.	That is far too long for this type of case.	That is not really permissible.	I don't even have to listen to Mr Benton on that.	You should come here prepared to have your case aired before this court and not ask for 8 months adjournment so that somebody can be here.	And you've know [sic] this is coming on, you've been to pre-hearing conferences.	That's not permissible.	That's  dragging out and preventing a man perhaps from getting his money.
So November is not on, Mr Bayram.	Now what do you propose to do?	Do you want to close your case?	Because I cannot advise you to go on and get a witness.	It's not the business of the court, it's up to you entirely." (emphasis mine)

I observe that while the Court's approach in the words emphasized was appropriate in normal adversarial proceedings, it was not appropriate in small claims proceedings, without putting the appellant on notice that the reports of Messrs Antoniou and Chin would not be received into evidence unless they were made available for cross-examination.
At p38 of the transcript, his Worship in closing remarks

said:-
 

"HIS WORSHIP:	Thanks Mr Bayram.	Now Mr Bayram that's all the evidence you can give.	There is a letter on the file from Mr Peat but I can't accept that evidence without the - - -

MR BAYRAM:	His self.	He's in the United States studying for the computer for F. Atkins." (emphasis mine)
No reference was made to the reports of Messrs Antoniou and Chin.

It seems highly probable that the appellant believed that those reports were in evidence.
On 25 May 1994, in his reasons for decision, his Worship at p47 dealt with the reports as follows, viz:-
"Mr Bayram also tried to get in evidence that he had given program - let's assume that he was given a box, a hard disc drive, to other people who could not reproduce the program.	He would've sought to bring in these letters which indicate that people had tried to reproduce the program and had failed but Mr Benton objected to the letters being given in evidence and those parts of the evidence of others who may or may not have had the hard disc drive to demonstrate that was - that evidence was - well there's no evidence of it, it was rejected and the people could have been produced but they weren't produced, but in any case other evidence indicates that there was a program running." (emphasis mine)

I have set out all the matters relevant to this aspect of the appeal.	It is clear, as Mr Brown submitted, that
his Worship did not give any weight to the reports in question; they were not admitted into evidence.
It should be said that his Worship's reasons for judgment were meticulous and concise and manifest a careful effort to resolve the dispute.	The question is, did his Worship afford the appellants a reasonable opportunity to present their case, in the circumstances?
From the transcript extracts at pp17-22, the learned Magistrate appears to have considered, at least, that he was not bound to admit the reports into evidence unless their authors were made available for cross-examination.	In my opinion, his Worship was perfectly entitled to take that view.	As Evatt J, dissenting, pointed out in	ex p. Bott (supra) at p256, where a tribunal not
bound by the rules of evidence had refused to allow cross- examination on a specialist's report:-
"No Tribunal can, without grave danger of injustice set [all rules of evidence] on one side and resort to methods of inquiry which necessarily advantage one party and necessarily disadvantage the opposing party.	In other words, - - - every attempt must be made to administer "substantial justice".

Section 12 of the Small Claims Act (see p10) provides that "the Court is not bound by the rules of evidence", but his Worship clearly considered that in the interests of natural justice - that is, to ensure that the conduct of the proceedings was not unfair - he should not accept the reports into evidence unless their authors were made available for cross-examination.	The question is whether his Worship, in the circumstances, went far enough to indicate his view to the appellants, who clearly were completely incompetent to testify on the technical and crucial issue whether the computer program worked.	The contents of the reports were clearly of central importance to the matters in issue; without them, the appellants were bound to fail.
As the author of one of the reports, Mr George Peat, was going to be out of the country for some 6-8 months from the date of the hearing, it was rightly conceded by Mr Brown that that delay was substantial, particularly in light of the general purpose of the Small Claims Act.	As noted at p22, I consider
his Worship was perfectly entitled to reject the tender of Mr Peat's report for the reasons he stated (see p21), notwithstanding the importance of Mr Peat's evidence to the
appellant's case on the central issue involved.	To have admitted his report, and given weight to it, would have infringed the
principles of natural justice in the circumstances, because the respondent would have been denied the opportunity to cross-examine Mr Peat on his report on the vital issue.
His Worship correctly refused to adjourn the hearing until Mr Peat could return to Australia.	In that respect, Howard v Schreiter (supra) is clearly distinguishable from this case, for two reasons.	First, the responsibility for the delay which would have resulted in this case lay principally with the appellants.
Second, the length of delay involved in having Mr Peat present would have been more substantial than in Howard v Schreiter (supra), with resulting greater hardship and unfairness to the respondent.	In terms of Murphy v Makryllos (supra) it could not be said that it would "only be just to adjourn, to allow further evidence or material to be introduced", notwithstanding the importance of Mr Peat's report.	Further, that report did not stand alone; there were two other reports bearing on the issue, and it seems that both Messrs Antoniou and Chin may have been available to testify at short notice.
As to the question of Messrs Antoniou and Chin being called for cross-examination, and any adjournment necessary for that purpose being granted, the transcript is silent, with the exception of his Worship's general observations at p21.	On several occasions his Worship remarked to Mr Bayram, in relation to the calling of witnesses: "you are running your case", "it's not the court's business", and "I cannot advise you to go on and get a witness."	His Worship also made several observations on the admission of the reports; for example, "well they may not be accepted if Mr Benton objects", "it's not a case of you being
allowed to [show those reports to Mr Benton] at the moment, Mr Bayram."
In my opinion, natural justice required the Magistrate to inform Mr Bayram that he would not receive into evidence the reports of Messrs Antoniou and Chin, unless those persons were made available for cross-examination.	That duty did not involve imposing an "impossible task" (see p14) on the Court.	It would have afforded the appellants a reasonable opportunity to present their case.	In my opinion that duty was cast on the Court in the circumstances of this case for the following reasons:-
	the reports in question were directly relevant to the central issue in dispute - whether the program worked;
	the role of his Worship in the proceedings was "to conduct an inquiry into the matters at issue", and he conducted it by what was partly an inquisitorial procedure;
	Mr Peat, a witness central to the appellant's case, was not available to give evidence; and
	the fact that Mr Bayram and Mrs Bayram were found by his Worship to be computer illiterate,	with the result that their general approach to proving the central element of their case was "untutored", in terms of Sullivan (supra) at p33.

In my opinion, it is clear from the extracts from the transcript at pp17-22 that his Worship treated the proceedings from the point of view of the adducing of evidence, as if they were conducted on a purely adversarial basis.	That approach led to a breach of the duty imposed on him, by the circumstances of the case.	I consider that his failure to carry out that duty amounted to a breach of natural justice.	In the circumstances, it could not be suggested that informing the appellants of the condition upon which the reports of Messrs Antoniou and Chin would be received into evidence, would not have affected the outcome of the case.	It could not be said that the subject-matter of their reports was not relevant to the decision, or of little significance to it; to the contrary, the reports were vital to the appellants' case on the central matter in issue.

Applying the principles in Escobar v Spindaleri (supra), Consolidated Press Holdings Ltd v Wheeler (supra)	and Howard v Schreiter (supra) at p303, I would allow the appeal. I have kept in mind that while s19(4) of the Local Court Act should be strictly construed (see p14), the fundamental principle must be observed that public confidence in the fairness of adjudication or hearing procedures in a Court must not be undermined: see Minister for Immigration Local Government and Ethnic Affairs v Taveli (1990) 94 ALR 177 at 198-200.

Pursuant to s19(6) of the Local Court Act, the appeal is allowed and the judgment of the Local Court quashed; the case is
remitted to the Local Court, where it should be reheard by a differently constituted court.


